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Virtual Reality
• In the 1960s DoD developed it for training

• Wright-Paterson AFB -> Super Cockpit with Tom 

Furness

• Ivan Sutherland

• Reached the public mid-late 1980s

• NASA pioneering use of VR for telerobotic

operations & training 

• VPL and rise of early VR industry

• From Matsushita to VR Navigator

• Hope and hype and ultimate fall from favor

• Media showed a dystopian future

• Not enough access by the public

• Used sophisticated equipment that was $$$$

• Stand alone systems primarily, single purpose

• Rise of the web and more accessible social networks



• Precedents in Science Fiction, spectacle events and 

theme parks

• Military researchers and futurists imagined how new forms 

of digital technology could change the world

Creating Virtual Reality



Mort Heilig
Sensorama (1950s)



Mort Heilig
HMD (1960)



Ivan Sutherland
HMD (1968)



NASA’s Role



NASA’s Role

• NASA Ames HMD (1981-1984)

• By McGreevy and Humphries, with Scott 

Fisher

• Used LCD watchman displays

• Followed by NASA’s VIEW system 

• Polhemus tracker

• Leep optics-based HMD

• 3D Audio with Crystal River’s 

Convolvotron

• Gesture tracking with VPL’s Data Glove

• Remote cameras for tele-robotics work



VPL’s Role

• Worked with NASA & 

Timothy Leary!

• Bay area fans and psychedelic

• Led to a Cyberpunk 

counterculture

• Jaron Lanier

• Founded first commercial 

company (1984)

• Data Glove

• Eye Phones

• RB2 – networked VR



My first VR experience: 1989

Buzz words:

• Trippy

• Seductive 

• Mind amplification

• A window to wonderland

• A microscope for the mind

• An alternate reality 

VR could be all these things, but mostly it wasn’t. 

I was intrigued, but bored



Virtopia

Designed to evoke emotional 
responses



Virtopia

Designed to evoke emotional 
responses



Polyshop

Polyshop (UCF’s Realtime Simulation Group)

Practical applications – building CAD models 

together from within the virtual environment



The ToyScouts c. 1992



VR emerging as a unique art form & 

medium

• Banff Centre’s Art and Virtual 

Environments Program

• Early 1990s

• 9 pieces realized during a 3 

year period

• Some of the most advanced 

VR being done



Brenda Laurel &  team 
Placeholder 1992 

Banff Centre for the Arts



Banff Centre for the Arts

Toni Dove & Michael Mackenzie 
Archaeology of a Mother Tongue 1994



Maurice Benayoun
World Skin 1997



Char Davies
Osmose 1995  and  Ephémère 1998



It takes a few minutes to adjust to the space, but 

then you are not in the museum. It’s like dying 

and going to heaven.

Just to be there floating… It’s all of a whole – the light, the 
transparency and the texture. And the way you move – it’s 

stunning.

It’s really hard to talk and put words together after that. 

Char Davies
Osmose 1995  and  Ephémère 1998



Tamiko Thiel & Zara 
Houshmand

BeyondManzanar 2000



Morie & SEE team  (USC ICT) DarkCon 2001-2005



Patented scent collar

Morie & SEE team  (USC ICT) DarkCon 2001-2005



Memory Stairs 2005-2007

Meaning and Emplacement in Expressive Immersive Virtual Environments
2007 PhD at UEL 



VR’s doldrums

• Roughly the early 2000s

• Still much research going on

• ISPR and the MIT Journal

• Studies trying to tease out what 

makes VR so powerful

• Still expensive and less and 

less funding sources

• Research from Mel Slater, 

Jeremy Bailenson, Skip Rizzo 

and others providing key 

insights



Virtual Reality’s new wave



Virtual Reality

• Virtual Reality (VR) then
• Since late 1980s (starting in the 1960s)

• Used sophisticated equipment that was $$$$

• Stand alone systems primarily, single purpose

• NASA pioneered use of VR for telerobotic 

operations & training + the DoD for training

• Virtual Reality (VR) now
• Palmer Luckey’s disruption – less $$$

• More generalized systems – easier to use

• More hearts and minds on it!



Virtual Reality Applications Then

VR is malleable – beneficial in so many 
areas: 

• Skills training (wayfinding to surgery)

• Health applications 

• Behavioral therapy 

• Entertainment arenas 

• (LBE, Art, Design, Industry)



Virtual Reality Applications Now

What we are seeing in this wave

• Games translated to VR

• Film translated to VR (Cinematic VR)

• Sports translated to VR (from the 10 yard line to the locker 

room)

• Animated stories translated to immersive 3D

• Low cost and entry Mobile VR (e.g) Google’s Expedition; new 

Viewmaster



Virtual Reality Flavors Today

• Live streamed events

• 360 Video aka Cinematic VR

• 360 Video plus photogrammetry

• VR news, storytelling, sports

• CGI based environments (game, animations & 

custom); varying degrees of other senses

• Fully spatialized sound, haptics, scents

• Mobile VR (e.g) Google cardboard; new 

Viewmaster, Gear VR

• Full HMD delivered with robust tracking 

(tethered)



Virtual Reality Domains Today

• Concerts

• Sports

• Touring

• VR news 

• VR Storytelling

• VR for sports

• VR for industry and business

• VR for Healthcare

• Artistic VR



VR for live events



VR for sports

• Fans

• Players
• E.g Tampa Bay Rays 

using EON Sports 

VR for the batters to 

face the pitchers 

they will be playing 

against



VR for Real Estate & Hospitality services



VR for education and history

• Expeditions from Google



VR for health

• Skip Rizzo’s work with PTDS



VR for health



VR for health



VR Applications
And beyond …       “Inside NASA’s Version of the HOLODECK”



VR $$$



What are we creating, & Why?

• What’s the press sees vs. what’s 

really out there

• Meaningful applications

Nonny de la Peña Immersive Journalism (2009-present) 

Hunger 2014



What will be Virtual Reality’s future?



Tech devs that will impact VR/AR



Tech devs that will impact VR/AR

• The world’s leading proponents of 5G, the next-generation 

mobile communications technology, say it will deliver 

wireless transmission speeds 100 times faster than what 

current 4G networks provide by 2020

• Mobile advancements

• But issues too ….



Issues that may impact VR

• https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301891235_Wh

at_Is_Virtual_Reality

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301891https://www.researchgate.net/publication/301891235_What_Is_Virtual_Reality


Mainstream VR?

• Google cardboard give away



• The power of VR 

• Being called an empathy machine

• There is already sexual harassment in social VR 

worlds

• Will it affect our eye sight and other physiological 

aspects?

• Will it be addictive?

• Will it be used to manipulate people? Behavior 

modification (without permission) 

• False memories?

Issues that may impact VR



Augmented Reality (AR)

Includes the physical world – a.k.a. Mixed Reality



Augmented Reality (AR)

Actually a continuum from VR    AR

Milgram, Paul; H. Takemura; A. Utsumi; F. Kishino (1994). "Augmented Reality: A class of displays on the reality-

virtuality continuum" (pdf). Proceedings of Telemanipulator and Telepresence Technologies. pp. 2351–34. Retrieved 

2007-03-15.



AR History

• Off shoot of early VR technology

• Termed coined by Prof Tom Caudell for his work at 

Boing for aircraft technicians

• Mark Billinghurst, under Tom Furness at the HIT Lab 

(UW) invented the AR “Magic Book” as part of his EE 

PhD thesis “Shared Space: Exploration in 

Collaborative Augmented Reality” (2002)



AR History
• Early AR required markers or fiduciaries of some 

sort to position the digital overlays

• AR also uses wearables, like Steve Mann’s (MIT) 

pioneering work, which overlaid information onto 

the video scene captured via a camera

• Predecessor of Private Eye and Google glass



AR today

• Most apps currently use Smart Phones, 

and hand held devices (large installed 

user base)

• Can use markers or GPS along with computer vision 

and photogrammetry, SLAM depth cameras and more



AR for Engineering & Construction

• Smart field of views for planning and remodeling



AR for Industry

• Training and real time augmented maintenance manuals



AR for sports

• Fans

• Players



AR for marketing & sales



AR for travel & storytelling



Augmented Reality mass adoption?

• Cover of New Yorker



AR for Games



AR for Games



What’s next for AR?
• From hand-held devices to wearable 

displays



AR’s new hype cycle?
• Magic Leap’s story



What will be Reality’s next wave?



Future displays



Future displays



Integrated body computing



Avatars & 3D Selfies



Avatars & 3D Selfies



Avatars & 3D Selfies

We are immersed in our media today more than ever!

What will it be like in, say 100 years?



Real & imaginary are about to enter a future dance in which they will whirl at such a 

velocity that we may have a hard time telling them apart. 

What are we creating, & Why?



They are a forcing function for new generations to 

THINK about not only what constitutes our reality, 

but how all realities can, do and will affect us as 

human beings.

The Future
The fluid realities of VR and AR are inspirational!



QUESTIONS?


